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MATH MALL...

- **Intermediate Algebra**
  - Different sections may serve different programs, pilot projects, and goals
  - Deadlines may vary and are listed on the student’s syllabus for that section

- **College Algebra**
  - Section 031 is using ALEKS, but takes their exams in person on non class days
  - This pilot is to find out if students really learn enough in ALEKS to be successful in future calculus courses taking multiple choice tests versus logical reasoning exams

- **Testing**
  - Math 101 – 103 (online & ALEKS)
  - Math 121 (online & ALEKS)
  - Stat 145 (online sections)
The syllabus is the window to the soul for all math and stat classes, but most valuable in the MaLL.

Ask students to show you their syllabus to best answer their questions.
Instructor Permission:
- The only registration permission on Math/Stat courses
- Students need to contact the instructor for permission (directly through email)

Pre-requisites:
- **ALL** prerequisites must be met successfully...a grade of C or better
- Students must have their official scores/transcripts in their record by the first week of the semester or may be dropped by the instructor

Processing Overrides: 2 reasons only...
- 1. Official scores or transcripts are not yet in the student’s record...you have seen with your own eyes their unofficial and can vouch they have the prerequisites met.
- 2. Student is registered for the prerequisite at another institution and can show a schedule.

...add notes in LoboAchieve (override note). Delete your override before the Friday before classes start so students who do not have their credentials in their record can be dropped by Banner. Or be sure that each of your students have their creds in their record by the first week of classes.
QUESTIONS?